2019 Economics Predoctoral Projects

- **1% problems in the US Health System**
  Professor Zack Cooper
  Award: Closed to further applications

- **A Big Data Approach to Understanding American Growth**
  Professor Costas Arkolakis
  Award: Closed to further applications

- **Adaptation to Environmental Change in Agriculture**
  Professor Nicholas Ryan
  Award:

- **Billionaire**
  Professor Yusuke Narita
  Award: Katherine Kwok
  Closed to further applications

- **Economics RA openings at the Yale School of Management**
  Professor Kevin Williams, Professor Fiona Scott Morton, Professor Jason Abaluck, Professor Barbara Biasi, Professor Michael Sinkinson
  Award:
• Evidence about Evidence-based Policy Making
  Professor Yusuke Narita
  Award: Aneesha Parvathaneni
  Closed to further applications

• Foreclosures and empty houses in CT
  Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez
  Award: Siyuan Liu
  Closed to further applications

• G-Econ Predoctoral Research Assistant
  Professor William D Nordhaus
  Award:

• Identifying High-performers in Health Care
  Professor Jacob Wallace, Professor Chima Ndumele
  Award:
  Closed to further applications

• Pricing of Prescription Drugs
  Professor Zack Cooper
  Award:
  Closed to further applications

• Research Fellow - Environment
  Professor Rohini Pande
  Award:
Closed to further applications

- **Research Fellow - Governance**
  Professor Rohini Pande
  Award:
  Closed to further applications

- **Research on Education and the Labor Market**
  Professor Joseph Altonji
  Award: Tim (Hoon Pyo) Jeon
  Closed to further applications

- **The Effects of Eviction on Poverty**
  Professor John Eric Humphries
  Award: Katherine Kwok
  Closed to further applications

- **The Evolution of Wealth Inequality Over the Lifecycle**
  Professor Cormac O'Dea
  Award: Aneesha Parvathaneni
  Closed to further applications

- **The Role of Patient and Provider Race in Health Disparities**
  Professor Ebonya Washington
  Award:
  Closed to further applications
• **Toward an Ethical Experiment**  
  Professor [Yusuke Narita](https://economics.yale.edu/tobin-center/2018-economics-predoctoral-projects)  
  Award:  
  Closed to further applications

• **Women’s Empowerment Research Fellow**  
  Professor [Rohini Pande](https://economics.yale.edu/tobin-center/2018-economics-predoctoral-projects)  
  Award:  
  Closed to further applications
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